
Follow This One Unique Method Before 
Harvest To Guarantee Cleaner, Tastier 

And Much More Potent Crops!

Read what growers are saying about 
Final Phase!

Christopher Kisner   “Final Phase flushes built up salts and 
nutrients for a fresh, clean taste.”
June 22 2011  

Calvin, Compton, California   “It had gotten so bad that 
I couldn’t even keep the stuff lit. I thought it was too wet or 
something. But when I started doing the flushing, then I saw 
what had been happening. Too much phosphates were left in. 
The flushing got rid of it. Thanks.”             
August 2011

Sean Fries   “I can’t recommend it enough. It’s an amazing 
product. I started with Iguana Juice to Big Bud to Bud Candy 
and then Final Phase.”             
September 15 2011

Every grower knows our plants feed by absorbing compounds from nutrients, 
water, and the atmosphere…but it’s this very same process that can mean BIG 
problems because your plants can easily become polluted from the very places they’re 
feeding from!

If You’ve Ever Coughed Your Lungs Out After Enjoying Your Plants, 
Pollution In Your Crops May Be The Reason Why!

As your plants age, they accumulate excess nutrient salts and other substances that 
decrease the quality and value of your product.

At times, this accumulation is visible as over-fertilization or other crop failures. More 
often, it is unseen, infiltrating your crops from the inside. This causes offensive crop 
taste and odor, crops that burn with black ash or are hard to keep lit, and crops that 
irritate and damage your respiratory system.

But there’s a solution …

You Need To Flush Your Crops  Before Harvest For Maximum Results!
Flushing is a simple yet powerful process that cleanses your crops just before harvest 

so you get:
•	 Cleaner,	Safer	Crops	…
•	 Tastier,	Sweeter-Smelling	Crops	…
•	 Higher	Quality	Crops	That	Command	Premium	Market	Prices…but	...

Most Flushing Methods Don’t Work!
Unfortunately, most forms of flushing, or the use of all-organic fertilizers, do not 

purge crops of harsh residues.
The most common way growers flush their crops is by giving their crops water with 

no nutrients in it. But this doesn’t fully cleanse your crops. It starves your plants so they 
lose floral growth and resin percentages before harvest. Other growers use flushing 
formulas that consist of a few chemicals that sometimes have the ability to pull little 
residues out of your plants. These flush formulas remove plant nutrition, resulting in 
smaller harvests and decreased harvest potency. Not only that, but they don’t provide 
the full-spectrum, value-enhancing cleanse you’re looking for.

What your plants store comes from fertilizers, water, and 
the atmosphere. Organic fertilizer has no crop-cleansing 
properties in and of itself. Fortunately, there’s a better way 
to ensure your harvests are crystal-pure.

Here’s Your Step-By-Step Guide 
To Flushing Your Crops Before Harvest

The process of cleansing your flowers begins 4 to 10 days 
before you intend to cut them for harvest. At that time, you 
drain your reservoir, fill it with fresh water, and add just 
one formula: FINAL PHASE, the only flushing formula ever 
designed and tested to provide complete, value-enhancing 
cleansing of the specific type of plants we grow.

The fact FINAL PHASE is the only formula made for 
our plants is important because different species of plants 
respond differently to pre-harvest flushing.

After you have added FINAL PHASE to your plants’ water 

supply, you continuously irrigate your plants’ roots for six hours to completely wash 
your roots and root zone. Then, you drain your reservoir and fill it with clean water. You 
do not add any nutrients or other supplements to your water supply. You just feed your 
plants pure water until harvest time.

As proven by thousands of tissue samples taken from the exact type of plants we 
grow, this procedure results in crops almost totally purged of excess salts and 
other burdens!

Here’s The Unique 7-Step Method 
That Increases The Value of Your Harvest …

If you could see down to the molecular level, here’s the amazing process in action:
1. FINAL PHASE contains a special ingredients known as a “chelate” … 
2.	 Chelates	are	like	chemical	“claws”	that	can	grasp	other	materials,	such	as	individual	

nutrients, and bind to them…
3. During the course of the six-hour FINAL PHASE cleansing, the formula’s proprietary, 

exceptional chelate removes excess nutrient salts, heavy metals and pollutants from 
your plants’ roots and their root zone … 

4.	 Some	of	the	chelate	enters	your	plants	and	creates	a	downward	mobility	of	excess	
salts that exit your plants and are washed into the FINAL PHASE/water solution…

5. After the FINAL PHASE/water mixture has done its job, you remove all that water 
from your reservoir and refill your reservoir with fresh water …

6. Inside your plants, from the time of flushing until harvest time, your plants are 
consuming on-board nutrients and otherwise purging themselves of unwanted 
residues…

7. By the time you harvest, your plants will be free of at least 85% of the stored 
materials they held before flushing …
Also, FINAL PHASE is 100% guaranteed, as always, if for any reason you’re not 

absolutely delighted we’ll refund your money back. It’s that simple.

  Ask your local hydroponic 
retailer about what Final Phase  
can do for your garden today!
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